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PETROLOGIC ~NSIGHTS REGARDING LUNAR AND PLANETARY METEORITE LAUNCH PROCESSES 
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PrCcis: The problem of understanding the launch circumstances for lunar and planetary meteorites is 

addressed by integrating physical modeling constraints, geochemical cosmic-ray exposure (CRE) 
constraints, and petrologic constraints. The potential source region for lunar meteorites (LMs) is 
remarkably small compared to the final crater volume. Pre-launch depth tends to be shallow, in part due 
to the shock-wave interference effect suggested by Melosh [I], although the effect is even more 
pronounced than Melosh assumed, due to the extremely low compressional wave velocity of the Moon's 
regolith. The large number of separate LM source craters implied by combined CRE and petrologic 
constraints implies either the source craters can be much smaller than previously supposed; andlor (b) the 
cratering rate estimates (which have never been claimed to be precise) are much too low. 

At latest count [e.g., 21, nine meteorites (12, if one ignores some obvious cases of pairing) have been 
identified as lunar meteorites. In addition, the 10 mdc-igneous meteorites of the SNC clan are widely believed 
to be pieces of Mars. Understanding the launch mechanism is clearly important for all attempts to utilize these 
samples as constraints to study the Moon and Mars. Previous attempts to constrain the process of LM and SNC 
blast-off have mainly emphasized theoretical physics. Here, I try a two-pronged approach, utilizing some 
physical modeling as well as observational constraints from geochemistry and petrology. 

Complete shielding from cosmic rays requires several meters of rock (Earth's atmosphere is equivalent to - 
3.4 m of rock). LMs and SNCs, like most meteorites, probably arrive at the Earth as decimeter to meter sized 
rocks, with virtually their entire volumes enduring isotropic (4n) CRE. In some cases, the meteoritic matter 
may have earlier experienced an appreciable duration of 2x CRE, by residing close to the surface (less than 
several meters deep) within a large parent body. By analyzing various ratios of nuclides to their parent and 
daughter nuclides, taking advantage of the differing half-lives of the CRE spallation products, isotope 
geochemists are able to gauge several aspects of the histories of meteorites, most notably: (1) the duration and 
(2) the depth of the 2x CRE! (if significant), (3) the duration of the 47t CRE, and (4) the duration of the 
terrestrial CRE shielding (if significantly long). Assuming no collisional fragmentation en route (safe for LMs, 
not so safe for SNCs), the sum of (3) + (4) is the blast-off age. These constraints have not been reviewed for 
LMs in several years [3], but I show an up-to-date summary in Fig. 1. (Data sources are far too numerous to 
cite here. I apologize to all concerned.) A very interesting aspect of Fig. 1 is that it implies a minimum of 5 
separate LM source craters (or 4, if one discounts a 4-x datum for ALHA81005 based on TL), all within the 
past 9 Ma, and most within the past 0.3 Ma. When compared with estimated cratering rates [4], this suggests 
that most of the source craters are surprisingly small: 1 5  km in diameter (D). 

CRE constraints on pre-launch depth are summarized in Fig. 2. Remarkably, 5 of the 8 LMs with 
unambiguous CRE constraints were launched from depths of 13.2 m. Even for a crater D of just 1 krn, 3 m is 
less than the average depth of all excavated matter by an order of magnitude. The shallow depth-provenance 
for most LMs was implicitly predicted by the shock-wave interference theory of Melosh [I]. A key variable in 
Melosh's equation for calculating depth to the base of the zone of interference is the compressional wave 
velocity CL.  In his calculations, Melosh [I] assumed c~ - 6 krnls, a value appropriate for solid rocks. However, 
the Moon's upper crust is far from solid, and its outer few meters has average seismic V, (= cL) consistently 
close to 0.11 km/s 151. As shown in Fig. 3, the effect of assuming a CL of even 0.2 km/s is to drastically reduce 
the interference zone thickness, to a range that corresponds (in the LM-fertile region close to the impactor, and 
assuming a typical impact velocity of 10-20 kmls) to only 1-2 m for craters with D of the order 5 km. 

The CRE! data, by themselves, permit 3 (or perhaps 4) of the most recently launched LMs to be source- 
crater paired. However, the above conclusion that the source crater was not >>5 km can be factored in with 
petrologic constraints to test the plausibility of source-crater pairing, on a couple-by-couple basis. Before 
considering the petrology of these LMs, I adduce a key constraint from cratering physics. Shock pressure 
gradients, and thus ejection velocities, fall off with distance from the impact point as a function of the impactor 
radius raised to a power called the "launch-position exponent" ex. The most likely value for ex is thought to be 
-2.8, and it is almost certainly between 2 and 3 [6]. Given this power law, it is impossible to derive a LM from 
more than a few impactor radii out from the center of the crater. This constraint means that the potential LM 
source region is narrower than D by a factor of at least 3. In other words, when contemplating say a 9-km 
crater, the maximum separation between two LM launch points is conservatively 3 krn (and the most probable 
separation is smaller yet, by 0 . 7 ~ ) .  
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Three of the recently launched LMs (ALHA81005, Y791197, and Y793274) are regolith breccias; the first 
two are also relatively mature and young (classified as per [7]), implying they probably were very similar in 
composition to the local (- km scale) soils of their launch locality(ies). Y793274 consists mainly of mare 
basalt, and EET87521 is a mare basalt breccia with a small component of KREEPy highland material. The 
extent to which mare materials mix into highland regolith samples as a function of distance from the mare can 
be calibrated on the basis of studies of Apollo and Luna 20 samples (Fig. 4). Assuming a 3 Ga age for the 
mare, this process can also be modeled, B la [8]. Based on abundances of mare clasts and glasses in the 
meteorites, Y791197 appears to have formed at a distance from the nearest mare comparable to (probably less 
than) that of Luna 20, namely - 35 km; ALHA81005 formed at a much greater remove, of the order 100 km. 
Also, ALHA81005 and Y791197 are probably too different in Mg/(Mg+Fe), to be from a single 10-krn scale 
region (the inset in Fig. 1 shows Apollo 16 regolith samples, for comparison). Barring an implausibly large 
source crater, it seems unlikely that any source-crater pairing exists among the 8 LMs with unambiguous CRE 
stories, except for probably Asuka-881757 and Y793169, and possibly EET87521 and Y793274. Note that this 
last conclusion exacerbates the difficulty of accounting for the abundance of LM source craters without 
assuming either: (a) these craters can be much smaller than previously supposed [I]; a d o r  (b) the cratering 
rate estimates (which are only claimed to be accurate within a factor of two) [4,9] are much too low. 
References: [I] Melosh H. J. (1985) Geology 13, 144-148. [2] Warren P. H. and Kallemeyn G. W. (1993) Proc. NIPR 
Syrnp. Ant. Met. 6, 35-57. [3] Eugster 0. (1989) Science 245, 1197-1202. [4] Shoemaker E. M. et al. (1990) in Geol. Soc. 
Amer. Spec. Pap. 247, 155-170. [5] Watkins J. S. and Kovach R. L. (1973) Proc. LSC 4th, 2561-2574. [6] Housen K. R. 
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